Human auditory steady state responses: effects of intensity and frequency.
Human auditory steady state responses were recorded in 41 normal subjects and 22 patients with hearing loss. The effect of intensity on the responses at different tonal frequencies was assessed using the sweep technique. The amplitude of the responses increases and the phase delay decreases with increasing intensity. Both the amplitude and the phase delay are smaller for high frequency tone bursts. Notched noise decreases the amplitude of the response by a factor of two but does not affect the phase of the responses. Thresholds were estimated in waking subjects using two techniques: intensity sweeps analyzed by linear regressions, and fixed intensities analyzed by Hotelling's T2 test. Frequency-specific thresholds obtained with notched noise were less variable and more accurate with the fixed intensity technique. In patients with sensorineural hearing loss the amplitude increased more with increasing intensity above threshold than in patients with conductive hearing loss.